
 Unlock your business potential 
with the Microsoft Core Data Platform

Managing growing amounts of data has never been so fast, agile and secure as it is today. 
The Microsoft Core Data Platform combines data warehouse, BI and big data capabilities in 

on-premise, cloud and hybrid environments.



The data shift and the 
new reality
Every time we engage, we generate data. 

Expanding ten-fold every five years, with an over 85 per 
cent increase1, data is coming from both the traditional 
relational data warehouse and from new sources such 
as mobile, social, videos, sensors, devices, RFID, web 
logs, advanced analytics and click streams. 

Today, everybody is talking about the big data shift2: 
the ability to use data to obtain actionable knowledge, 
timely insights, real-time monitoring and predictions. 
It’s a world of opportunities no one wants to miss 
because it results in fact-based decisions and improved 
performance management.

Moreover, data analytics can open the way to 
innovations, sometimes even revolutions. For instance3, 
the growing technology of the Internet of Things 
generates large amounts of valuable data, waiting to be 
collected and interpreted. Smart cars and smart homes 
rely on the collection and interpretation of localised data 
to optimise their performances.

All industries are becoming heavily automated, 
processing large amounts of data to predict market 
trends. Machine learning, network optimisation, 
semantic search and many more technological 
advances are the result of data analytics. 

There is an entire ocean of data across almost all 
verticals ready to be exploited by companies that are 
smart enough to recognise its potential.

Companies see the biggest potential for value creation 
through better data management and automation, 
mainly bound to efficiency aspects:

Sources: 
1) Big data & Data Warehousing   2) DNV-GL Business Assurance
3) Network World    4) DNV-GL Business Assurance

52% in day-to-day operations

48% cost reduction

27% safety and security

19% compliance4
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Numerous market and business drivers push modern companies towards better data management:

Competition and growth, the top driver, as companies continually strive to be better, faster and 
arrive first "at the right place, at the right time".

New business models and technical capabilities, digital transformation and new deployment 
models in hybrid and cloud environments.

New generations of the workforce that offer different office environments and remote-working 
options, making a mobile office their top priority.

Security breaches, Shadow IT, BYOD, massive uncertainty due to Brexit and new government 
directives.

Difficulties in managing massive amounts of data with increased speed and variation.

Responding in real-time becomes an imperative, where company valuation places huge 
consideration on customer and technical data.

“Big data is known to improve operational excellence, create a better 
understanding of customer relations, improve risk management, and 
drive business model innovation. The business value is clear.” 
- Gartner

Missing strategies and 
tech skills
According to a DNV GL – Business Assurance survey5 
that included 1,800+ professionals from companies in 
different sectors in Europe, North and South America, 
and Asia, only one in four companies is actually using 
big data to boost productivity and create value.

Most companies characterise big data as too large 
to process with conventional software systems and 
databases. They still don’t have the comprehensive 
strategies and technical skills to make the most of their 
vast pools of information.

Common scenarios include:

“We have just lost a contract even though the issues 
could have been seen months ago – it is all in the 
data; we just didn’t use it.”

“Scaling our current data warehouse model to match 
data needs is too expensive. We require a new option.”

“Responding in real-time is becoming business-
critical in our sector. We need a solution to support it.”

Sources: 
5) DNV-GL Business Assurance
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Struggling to meet targets 
in a volatile housing 
landscape, look no 
further...

Housing Associations are under great pressure to 
deliver affordable housing, a lot of the projects 
are already behind schedule. This is the result of a 
Government target to build 200,000 new homes per 
year – aiming for 1 Million homes by 2020. 

Some of the challenges you (as head of information 
at a housing association) may now face, include an 
increased number of assets to deal with, spreadsheet-
driven asset planning, and how to track large amounts 
data generated by these assets. 

With an increasing number of data collection points 
and the emergence of apps, you must be able to 
leverage the data collected in order to make more 
informed decisions. 

In terms of modernising IT, your biggest challenge 
is that you may be tied into old, outdated legacy 
technology; unable to help you meet these demands, 
expensive to update, and painful to change compared 
to cloud-based solutions. 

Competition is fierce, and the rise in private landlords 
over the past few years is forcing your sector to face 
significant change. Housing Associations are firefighting, 
trying to survive in a financially volatile economic 
landscape. The ability to adapt quickly is crucial to 
survival; although often limited by legacy systems, or 
complex IT systems too rigid to update. 

The pressure is on to ensure your IT investments equip 
your people to use multiple devices and various data 
sources, while keeping your information secure. Where 
there are expanding volumes of data appearing from 
multiple sources in different structures, there is a need 
for new technologies to provide flexibility in the way 
you manage and interpret data.
 
Adding to the information you need to collect and 
store is a growing population who are finding it harder 
to buy their own house; and so are looking to housing 
associations for help. With this in mind, along with the 
many other challenges faced by your sector, now is the 
time to rationalise your disparate systems and tackle the 
explosion of Big Data head on.

Sound familiar? 

Does your company lack an overall data strategy, have 
insufficient technical skills, limited understanding of 
effective data management or security concerns?

If it does, you are not alone. 75 per cent of companies 
share the same roadblocks in modernising core data 
management. 

The good news is that you can fix all of this and reap 
the benefits of your core data in a modern, ever-
changing environment with all its complexity.

The Microsoft Core Data Platform offers a 
comprehensive solution that surpasses traditional data 
processing methods and addresses modern business 
challenges with big data.
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The promise of a Modern Data Platform6 
Microsoft’s Core Data Platform lives up to the promise of delivering insights from a variety of techniques, such as 
business intelligence and advanced analytics. It can process massive volumes of data in real-time and has the ability 
to deliver the right data at the right time. This is a comprehensive, logical data and analytics platform with a complete 
suite of fully supported solutions and technologies that can meet the needs of even the most sophisticated and 
demanding modern enterprise: on-premise, in the cloud or within any hybrid scenario.

Technical challenges 
resolved
To mitigate the pains of managing the data warehouse, 
Microsoft’s Core Data Platform delivers a remedy that:

Handles both relational and non-relational data 
in real-time, augmenting internal data with that 
from outside the firewall

Provides an analytic engine for predictive 
analysis and exploration of aggregated data

Enriches data with ETL capabilities or supports 
through big data techniques

Uses a single federated query service to easily 
interrogate relational and non-relational DBs

Supports the breadth of BI tools needed to get 
actionable results from data and the new breed 
of data scientists

Sources: 
6) The Microsoft Modern Data Warehouse

CHAPTER 1 - WAREHOUSES AND PLATFORMS

Before we deep-dive into the new data platform, let's elaborate on why the current widely used data warehouses 
cannot cope with the new reality of big data.

What happened to the good old Data Warehouse?
The predictable structure of the traditional data warehouse, which stores disparate data from transactional systems, 
ERP, CRM and LOB applications, was not ready when Web 2.0 stepped in. When business-related data started to come 
from other sources such as e-commerce, web logs, search marketing, etc., data warehouses started to lose the battle, 
as they were never designed for this volume or velocity of information. 

In parallel, the world of data continues to evolve at a rapid pace, where IDC forecasts that by 2020 the amount of 
information that enterprises will have to manage is going to explode to a 40 Zettabyte digital universe. 

Data warehouses just cannot keep up with the trend because they:

• Don’t have a business schema model that can easily handle new unstructured data types 

• Have ETL processes that are not well matched to new analytics and ML approaches 

• Cannot scale at an acceptable cost 

• Are not architected to deal with near real-time transactions 

• Cannot take full advantage of the new cloud eco-systems

Old data management system needed to evolve.
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Fast and agile working environments, giving your teams the insights they need. Whether the data 
is in the cloud, on-premise, or at the edge; combining open source and industry-leading solutions you 
can quickly track, extract and use the data to benefit your business. 

The flexible and agile data platform gets your apps to market faster and the response to customer 
needs is well timed.

Quick and easy access to all types of data from multiple sources, thanks to built-in intelligence 
apps that are using your preferred tools and technologies, as well as new solutions integrated into the 
platform.  

Power BI delivers true self-service BI that combines the power of the cloud with the familiarity of Excel, 
the most widely used BI tool on the planet. Business users can access data from multiple sources, create 
striking visualisations, playback data changes and trends over time and query databases using natural 
language text. 

With the Microsoft data platform, AI is a part of your data - no matter where it’s located.

Innovation because knowing that mission-critical needs like privacy and availability are covered with 
the data platform, you can focus more on new projects.

Also, with the amount of “rediscovered” data, hidden in mounds of information that finally became 
accessible, you can gain fresh insights that may lead to a completely new line of products and services.

Business booster
The Microsoft Core Data Platform solutions can cope with data growth, handle information of all shapes and sizes 
in near real-time and unlock insights with familiar tools and mission-critical performance. All this is done with the 
highest levels of confidence in data security. 

Its impact on the business is unparalleled. The Microsoft Core Data Platform cultivates:

CHAPTER 1 - WAREHOUSES AND PLATFORMS
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CHAPTER 2 - THE “CORE” OF THE MICROSOFT CORE DATA PLATFORM

The ‘core’ of the Microsoft Core Data Platform
The Microsoft data platform supports the largest organisations with unmatched security, performance and scale in big 
data infrastructure. And the best part is... 

The investment lands at one-tenth of the cost of traditional tier 1 solutions. 

While larger, more complex tier 1 solutions have a reputation for high implementation costs, Microsoft data platform 
is subscription based and uses simple pricing metrics where you pay-as-you-go (processing power for mission-critical 
applications and business intelligence). 

The capabilities of the solution7 are transformative, turning businesses into competitive and progressive market-leaders.

With the Microsoft data platform you can “check off” all the typical enterprise challenges in managing your data:

Scaling: Check

The Microsoft data platform is a no-limits solution for 
structured and semi-structured data. It offers powerful 
parallel analytics and massive security and scalability, all
delivered through Azure Data Lake.

The solution includes all the capabilities required to 
make it easy for developers, data scientists and analysts 
to store data of any volume, shape and speed. 

In addition, all types of processing and analytics across 
multiple platforms and languages are simplified. 

The platform removes the complexities of ingesting 
and storing all of your data while making it faster to get 
up and running with batch, streaming and interactive 
analytics.

Sources: 
7) The Microsoft Modern Data Warehouse
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Within Azure Data Lake there are three services8:

1. Azure HDInsight

The Azure Data Lake offers fully managed and supported 100% Apache Hadoop®, Spark, HBase and Storm clusters. 
You can get up and running quickly on any of these workloads with a few clicks and within a few minutes without 
buying hardware or hiring specialised operations teams typically associated with big data infrastructure.

2. Azure Data Lake Analytics

Azure Data Lake Analytics is a new service built on Apache YARN that dynamically scales, so you can focus on your 
business goals, not on distributed infrastructure.

Instead of deploying, configuring and tuning hardware, you write queries to transform your data and extract valuable 
insights. The analytics service can handle jobs of any scale instantly by simply setting the dial for how much power you 
need. You only pay for your job when it is running, making it cost-effective. 

3. Azure Data Lake Store

The Data Lake Store provides a single repository where you can capture data of any size, type and speed simply, 
without forcing changes to your application as the data scales. In the store, data can be shared for collaboration with 
enterprise-grade security. 

It is also designed for high-performance processing and analytics from HDFS applications and tools, including 
support for low latency workloads.

CHAPTER 2 - THE “CORE” OF THE MICROSOFT CORE DATA PLATFORM

Speed: Check

Speed is enabled with SQL Server 2016 in-database 
analytics, allowing analysis without moving data, which 
is inherently the most secure option.

SQL Server 2016 as an example has ground-breaking 
performance optimisations and efficiencies, leading to 
new levels of performance and scale. 

Modern servers can support a large number of cores 
with sophisticated vector instructions, can hold terabytes 
of memory and provide very high I/O bandwidth with 
local flash storage. Optimising for the concurrency and 
parallelism inherent within such servers can provide 
dramatic speedups at scale, and often outperform large 
distributed databases.

For example, Microsoft recently collaborated with Intel 
to demonstrate superb performance on a massive 
100TB data warehouse using just a single server with 
four Intel Xeon E7 processors and SQL Server 2016. 

The system was able to load a complex schema derived 
from TPC-H at 1.6TB/hour, and it took just 5.3 
seconds to run a complex query (the minimum cost 
supplier query) on the entire 100TB database.

Sources: 
8) The Microsoft Modern Data Warehouse
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Agility: Check

Agility for app development is made real with environments created in minutes and scaled on the fly   
Azure Database for MySQL: 

Lets you focus on your apps - Instead of wasting your time on the complexities of database 
administration and management, the managed service does it for you: automatic database patching, 
automatic backups, built-in monitoring, security and more.

Helps you provision in minutes and scale in a heartbeat - Scale the performance of your database 
with no application downtime.

Keeps you going - Trust Azure to keep enterprise apps up and running. Built to deliver high availability, 
it requires no extra configuration, replication or cost to ensure your apps run when you need them.

Makes it easy to develop & deploy - Do what you do best: build great apps rapidly, with the 
languages and frameworks you already use. Featuring tight integration with Azure Web Apps, along with 
popular content management apps, such as WordPress and Drupal, to deliver fully integrated services 
that enhance your applications and lighten the burden of database management.

Has simple and predictable pricing - Everything you need is included in simple, predictable pricing 
models providing vital capabilities you need, such as point-in-time restore and high-availability, at no 
extra cost.

Backs you up with the power of Azure - Run your apps on world-class infrastructure and the world’s 
most trusted cloud. As a fully integrated service, Azure Database for MySQL plugs you into Microsoft’s 
global network of datacentres, providing unparalleled security and round-the-clock monitoring.

CHAPTER 2 - THE “CORE” OF THE MICROSOFT CORE DATA PLATFORM
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1. SQL Data Warehouse9

The Microsoft Modern Data Warehouse offers the most comprehensive options to deploy data warehousing and big 
data directly to the cloud with the elastic scalability of Azure. 

In the cloud, Azure SQL Data Warehouses leverages the same MPP architecture as the Analytics Platform System, 
allowing you to combine the scaling power of this architecture with the elasticity of the cloud. 

Azure SQL Data Warehouse is a fully managed DW as a Service that you can provision in minutes and scale up 
to 60 times larger in seconds. With a few clicks in the Azure Portal, you can launch a data warehouse and start 
analysing or querying data at the scale of hundreds of terabytes. 

Microsoft architecture separates compute and storage so that you can scale them independently, using just the right 
amount of each at any given time. A unique pause feature is also included, which allows you to suspend compute in 
seconds and resume when needed while your data remains intact in Azure storage. 

Also, SQL Data Warehouse offers an availability SLA of 99.9% - the only public cloud data warehouse service 
that offers this to customers.

2. Azure Cosmos DB10

Microsoft’s globally distributed, multi-model database enables you to elastically and independently scale throughput 
and storage across any number of Azure’s geographic regions with the click of a button. 

It offers throughput, latency, availability and consistency guarantees with comprehensive service level agreements 
(SLAs), something no other database service can offer.

CHAPTER 2 - THE “CORE” OF THE MICROSOFT CORE DATA PLATFORM

Cloud-based: Check

Elasticity is a defining characteristic of cloud computing; 
it enables rapid provision and release of resources to 
match workload requirements. 

This type of just-in-time provisioning, results in the user 
paying no more and no less than what they need for the 
task at hand. This saves huge amounts of money when 
workloads are intermittent and often heavily spiked.

Agility in daily operations requires scale with speed, 
delivered by two solutions: SQL Data Warehouse and 
Azure Cosmos DB.

Sources: 
9) Microsoft Azure      10) Microsoft Docs
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Improve workflow and 
data accessibility, with 
secure cloud solutions 
from Simpson Associates
Simpson Associates offer a fully managed Cloud service 
with integrated security based on your existing Active 
Directory. Whether visiting one of your properties or 
working from home, your team can access data easily 
and securely.

Our Digital Transformation Management solution for 
Social Housing enables you to improve the accessibility 
and workflow around capturing relevant data. 
Running on Azure, it records monthly and quarterly KPI 
information as well as storing performance data. User 
experience can be personalised, ensuring only relevant 
information may be entered or viewed appropriate 
to their role; providing both efficiency and security 
assurances. 

Since KPIs are ever-changing, our solution is designed 
to enable details to be updated on an ongoing basis. 
This enables real-time analysis and presentation of 
performance metrics. The result – an enhanced ability 
to monitor organisational performance and 
improve productivity.

CHAPTER 2 - THE “CORE” OF THE MICROSOFT CORE DATA PLATFORM

Hybrid options: Check

For enterprises that need data warehousing and big data both on-premise and in cloud, Microsoft can 
accommodate this with hybrid options. 

Hybrid Cloud gives you both the control and flexibility of on-premise and the elasticity and redundancy of the cloud. 
It also opens up a wealth of cloud computing and advanced analytics that are accessible through Azure.
 
Industry-leading performance for line of business applications is delivered in a scalable, hybrid database platform 
with SQL Server 2016. 

Advanced Analytics & Power BI: Check

Microsoft provides a comprehensive set of Advanced Analytics and Machine Learning tools included as part of the 
Cortana Intelligence Suite in the cloud (Azure Machine Learning, Spark for Azure HDInsight) and R Server, which can 
be deployed on-premise with SQL Server as well as in the cloud with HDInsight. 

The integration of advanced analytics into a data warehouse is revolutionary. 

It introduces a new paradigm where everything connects. Aggregations and machine learning are performed 
securely within the database itself without moving the data out, thereby enabling analytics on real-time transactions 
with great speed and parallelism. 

As a result, analytical applications can now be far simpler and need only query the database for analytic results. 
Updating machine learning models, deploying new models and monitoring their performance can be done in the 
database without recompiling and redeploying applications. 

Integrated Power BI simplifies data with visualisations that provide context and insights and deliver business 
intelligence in real-time, wherever decisions are made.
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The complete solution
Plenty of data platform providers say they can meet 
your data needs but it can seem like a choice between 
expensive, difficult to use appliances or simpler but 
limited solutions that only address some of your data 
challenges. 

Many providers offer mostly on-premise data solutions 
that don’t take full advantage of the cloud. Some do 
not deliver a complete enterprise data platform, while 
others offer a platform but no real business intelligence 
capabilities. 

Microsoft has succeeded in addressing all of these 
challenges by creating a complete enterprise data 
platform that is:

You can balance security, governance and other 
enterprise requirements with the varying data needs of 
business users.

Combining the familiarity and security of traditional 
databases with the flexibility and scalability of the 
cloud, Microsoft delivers the optimal data platform for 
your individual business needs. 

What’s also very convenient is that businesses can 
make the transition in stages, expanding capabilities 
over time without compromising day-to-day 
operations.

The toolbox

What makes the Microsoft Core Data Platform solution 
even more unique is its complete set of solutions, which 
gives you choice and flexibility as you transform your 
data platform to meet the demands of your business.

You can utilise the solution toolbox in a way that makes 
most sense to your business:

Affordable

Easy to use, managing the relational and 
non-relational data at all volumes with high 
performance 

Insightful, thanks to business intelligence and 
advanced analytics across all your data, no 
matter where it resides 

Compatible with on-premise, cloud and hybrid 
environments 

CHAPTER 3 -  THE COMPLETE SOLUTION

Microsoft Azure

Azure Data Lake

SQL Data Warehouse

Azure Cosmos

Azure SQL Database

SQL Server 2016

SQL Server 2017

HD Insight
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An all-encompassing data solution to automate   
workflow and help you better manage your data
Our aim is to give you the technology needed to harness the power of your data, in order to underpin decision 
making across your organisation and drive efficiencies. Using our Service Charges module as an example, our 
solution can manage the often manual, time-consuming, and error-prone process of service charges: the recovery 
of costs associated to providing services to communal areas or specified services to properties or customers, not 
covered by rent.
 
While allocating Service Charge Management to appropriate users across the organisation, you only see what you 
need to, with an Automated Workflow controlling the approval process. In our module, service charges can be 
apportioned from any level of any hierarchy and can use any asset attribute, for example:

• Size of Asset (sq ft)
• Ownership Type
• Number of Occupants
• Number of Units

Our solution allows for easy navigation of all assets and brings information back in alerts and dashboards. We 
provide support for multiple and ragged property hierarchies, to help you to improve data quality, keep track of 
aging assets, and reduce repair costs. This includes:

• Building
• Wing
• Rental Group
• Unit
 
Monitoring of actuals, for example actual vs budget tracking through the year, enables visibility of actuals assigned 
to correct expense codes. With the ability to create full reporting and analysis, you can collate tenant and estate 
statements as well as monitor any variance in actual to budget. 

CHAPTER 3 - THE COMPLETE SOLUTION
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T: +44 (0) 1904 234 510

E: info@simpson-associates.co.uk

www.simpson-associates.co.uk

Contact us:

To discover more about Simpson Associates 
and how we can help you please see   
our events page for more information

“Be conscious that the world has changed. Your default position and first thought 
should now be a cloud and not an on premis solution, the benefits of cloud are 
over-whelming it has to be the first choice. As you explore your options expect to 
be challenged by both the business and the IT department (the latter particularly 
over security), but be aware from a BI perspective, you no longer need to be 
thinking about your next 3-5 years, with Microsoft Azure you can be so much 
more agile than that. This is a ‘Pay-as-you-go’ world, the product suites are so 
rich, this is not a static product, new features and functionality are being added 
all the time, it is constantly changing. Remember that we have all been using the 
cloud for years – that’s what Email is!”

Bart Meldau
Head of Management Information
The Guinness Partnership

http://www.simpson-associates.co.uk
https://www.simpson-associates.co.uk/events/
https://twitter.com/uk_columbus
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